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The Light That Fills the World
Sarah Bowlin, violin
Christopher Rose, bass
Bill Sallak and Matt Coleman, percussion
Jennifer Waleczek and Patrick Fanning, synthesizer
Eric Schultz, sound
...and bells remembered...
Bill Sallak, Jesse Parker, Yi-Chia Chen,
Darrell Thompson, Matt Coleman, percussion
Eric Schultz, conductor
Dark Waves
Jennifer Waleczek and Patrick Fanning, piano
Eric Schultz, sound
**There will be a 10-minute intermission**
Dark Wind
Josh Bennett, bass clarinet
Yi-Chia Chen and Jesse Parker, percussion
Patrick Fanning, piano
James Smart, conductor
Red Arc/Blue Veil
Yi-Chia Chen, percussion
Jennifer Waleczek, piano
Eric Schultz, sound
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Out of respect for the performers and those audience members around you, please
turn all beepers, cell phones and watches to their silent mode. Thank you.
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